1999 windstar

This is the Windstar's first major redesign since it was introduced in It now boasts a bevy of
high-tech features like key fob operated, dual-power sliding doors, head and chest side airbags,
and a sonar-based reverse sensing system. Safety has also been addressed in the new
Windstar with a government crash rating of five stars for both the driver and front passenger.
The optional side airbags mean you can carry your family in style, comfort, and confidence. The
3. An innovative seating design allows the second-row bench seat to be positioned on either the
right or left side of the vehicle, meaning the aisle to the third row seat can be set-up based on
owner preference. And speaking of preference, the Personal Audio System means that front
seat passengers can listen to one type of media radio, cassette, CD while rear-seat passengers
listen to a totally separate media, complete with volume control, through headphones. With a
list of standard equipment that includes an anti-theft system, power windows, a gallon fuel tank
and antilock brakes, the Windstar will enter ready to challenge all comers for minivan
supremacy. It should prove an interesting battle. Let's face it: No matter how car-like today's
minivans are, they're all still pretty dull to drive. And most minivan shoppers are in the market
mainly because their lifecycle dictates the need for practicality, not excitement. For sure,
minivans are an American automotive icon. The everyday utility and people-hauling capability of
the minivan have made it the vehicle of choice for millions of "soccer moms" with young,
growing families on the move. Unfortunately, driving a little "box on wheels" can be uninspiring,
particularly to those who have enjoyed a sports car or sport sedan in a previous life.
Consequently, we know of many "soccer fathers" who truly believe that the words "high
performance" and "minivan" are mutually exclusive. But well-known Ford performance tuner
Kenny Brown isn't one of them. Brown, whose claim to fame has long been turning out
race-bred, street-legal high-performance variants of just about any Ford product produced to
date, is one of the few people who doesn't think that the term "muscle minivan" is an oxymoron.
In fact, he's built one just to prove it. All those years of turning out wickedly fast Mustangs for
the racetrack have helped Brown develop his own formula for upgrading the performance of
nearly anything on four wheels for the street. Many of his creations are custom-built dream
machines that find their way into every enthusiast publication on the planet. But the fact is,
Brown's Indianapolis-based Project Industries shop pays the bills by building high-performance
versions of everyday cars and trucks - if not exactly for people like you and me, then at least for
some of our well-to-do friends. This time around, Brown assigned himself a difficult mission:
"To build a sporty, eye-catching fun-to-drive minivan that is cool enough for dad to drive yet
civil enough for mom to love. So when Edmund's was offered a test drive, we jumped at the
chance to bring you a glimpse of what might well become a new niche within the minivan
segment. You've probably seen performance minivan prototypes before. Some high-ranking
auto executives think now that luxury minivans have been successful, sporty versions may be
the next trendy spin-off. But Kenny Brown's business depends on going beyond what the auto
companies can do - especially when it has something to do with performance. So Brown applied
his own brand of sporting enhancements to a Ford Windstar SE to see how it would work in the
real world. Except this time, Brown's objective was not delivering his trademark tire-smoking,
foot-to-the-floor power. Instead, the challenge was delivering the right amount of extra oomph at
the right time. Adding a sudden burst of power through the front transaxle at launch would
bring uncontrollable torque steer - not very practical. And putting the kick in the wrong place in
the rev band could cause a loss of vehicle control at speed - not very safe. Brown's solution? A
positive-displacement Eaton supercharger and custom intake. This setup bumps the Windstar's
already-potent horsepower 3. Better still, it comes on seamlessly, providing just enough
part-throttle, midrange power to make those merges onto the freeway a little easier, or those
passes with a full complement of passengers and cargo a breeze. On the exhaust side, Brown
discovered that the Windstar comes from the factory with zoomy-looking 3-into-1 cast-iron
manifolds, so an upgrade to tubular headers didn't seem worth the expense. But because most
small-bore single exhaust systems are an engineering afterthought, he opted for a new,
high-flow system with just the right look and sound. All new from the catalytic converter back,
Brown's system utilizes a large, multi-chamber muffler that dumps into a massive, 3-inch
primary tube to take spent gasses back to just above the rear axle. There, it splits into twin
tubes that exit on either side of the rear fascia, via Mustang GT 2. The sound isn't anything like
the Mustang's V8. It has a distinguishable burble at idle fading to a muted bass tone on
acceleration that competes with the supercharger's telltale whine. But because racy, dual-split
polished pipes are absolutely unheard of on a minivan, the look alone is worth the price of
admission. Next it was a matter of putting that newfound power to the pavement. The answer
was a Kenny Brown-tuned sport suspension featuring custom Eibach springs, a performance
handling front sway bar and Koni Sport shocks. Bringing things to a quicker halt is a
high-performance, four-wheel-disc brake system comprised of inch Cobra rotors with

twin-piston Cobra calipers and Euro-spec Windstar rear discs. It all rides on classy, five-spoke
inch chrome wheels wrapped in ultra-high-performance rubber. Finally, to keep the four tires
planted during hard cornering, Brown added another trademark upgrade with his own chassis
support system, using his branded Extreme Subframe braces and heavy-duty front and rear
cross-chassis load braces to dial-out flexing and stiffen the entire platform. Overall, we found
the ride too stiff and harsh for mom to love. But this vehicle's handling ability proved almost
intoxicating for dad, who caught himself heading into corners faster and harder than minivans
should be allowed to go. While such road prowess certainly adds to driving enjoyment, it also
wreaks havoc with any groceries you may have piled into the rear cargo hold. If only Ford had
those plastic bag holders built into the rear seatback like Chrysler's minivans, maybe we
wouldn't have clanged all the jars and cans together, crushed the potato chips and flattened the
bread. Oh well. With improved power and handling comes the need for better seating to keep
the driver firmly in place behind the wheel. Nothing is lost to the factory's front captain's chairs,
for not only are the Recaros covered with the same gray leather as the OE interior for a perfect
match, but they're even mounted on Ford's own six-way adjusters. Beyond offering superior
bolstering and comfort, seat warmers are included in case toasty buns are desired on cold
mornings. Of course, no interior upgrade would be complete without the latest in electronics.
Brown's Windstar was fitted with a full-boogie Alpine Integrated Mobile Multimedia System with
a dizzying array of concert-quality speakers. TV signals are acquired from string-type web
antennas mounted on the inside of both flipper rear-quarter windows. To set off all these
upgrades with the right exterior look, Brown decided on a monochromatic theme painted in the
factory's sinister metallic black. Shunning the boy-racer route, all the brightwork was removed
except for the new-for chrome grille, and a tasteful, body-colored rear roof-edge spoiler was
added. If you think you've seen this van before, you probably have. Packaging and price remain
open issues to be resolved. Wisely, Brown's not expecting many takers at that price or
equipment level. As of this writing, Brown's Project Industries shop is planning to make many
of the components available for those wishing to enhance their Windstar just a little bit - or a
whole lot. And while the supercharger unit is a one-off, Brown said he'd commit to producing it
if there's enough demand. He's also considering a naturally aspirated 4. For those of you who
are still shaking your head and asking, "Why a high-performance minivan? Well, Kenny, we'll be
perfectly honest with you: We got out of your Kenny Brown Supercharged Windstar, and caught
ourselves saying, "That was fun. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford Windstar. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Windstar lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. The competitors, especially Chrysler, aren't known for giving up easily when it comes
to minivan crowns. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. This year the Windstar has been totally redesigned. The biggest news
for '99, in addition to the completely new exterior and interior styling, is a left-hand sliding door.
There's also a more powerful and cleaner-burning 3. New options include side airbags and a
trick reverse sensing system. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Windstar - Maybe it will
get you there. This van has been a total disappointment. We've had problem after problem,
some of which left me stranded on the side of the road with my three kids in the car. Problems
range from transmission to electrical to mechanical. Every problem that results in a visit to the
Ford Service department takes days to fix. I bought the van because of the high safety rating - I
didn't feel safe stuck in the breakdown down lane of I I cheaped out and didn't buy the Toyota
Sienna back in '99, I won't make the same mistake this time. I hear Ford is getting out of the
minivan business due to lack of demand of minivans. They must mean lack of demand of their
poorly built piece of garbage van. Read less. I needed a minivan because we were having twins.
It was a great vehicle while the kids were infants. Easy to get babies into and out of the
vehicle,and was roomy enough for everything. Too many problems were shared between me
and another Windstar owner: both had idling problems in the morning; both have a
transmission that slips; both have a stuck temp. It's a safe vehicle that is great on road trips,

but it's time for a more reliable vehicle for me. Worst, most unreliable vehicle ever. We are
looking at cars and won't even consider Ford after our Windstar experience. Nearing 50K miles
needed new transmission. Interior lights and locks don't work properly. Noises galore. Check
engine light perpetually on - need to clear this for third time at 60K. Clunky metal squeak from
rear of car. Windshield cracked twice above rearview mirror which kept falling off. Tires went
bald at 20K. Transmission Nightmare! We bought this van with 66, miles on it. Once it hit , miles,
it went to pot! We knew the air intake manifold was bad when we bought it, but the dealership
gave us the runaround saying they didn't make them anymore so we couldn't get it replaced.
Finally found someone to do it years later. It left us stranded in another state when tranny went
out around , miles. So to the junkyard it went. I was warned about these before buying them,
and I wish I had listened. Please stay far away from these vans! See all reviews of the Used Ford
Windstar. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars
related to the Windstar. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine
and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market average! Call or email
us today to schedule your test drive! Downtown Beatrice for over 40 years. It has an Automatic
transmission and a Gas V6 3. Call our sales team today at to schedule a time to come take a test
drive at Roland Rich Ford in Delavan, IL! We look forward to working with you! Recent Arrival!
Whether you are in the market to purchase a new or pre-owned vehicle, if you need financing
options, we'll help you find a car loan that works for you! Even if you have bad credit, or are a
first time car buyer, you can trust that Covert Ford Chevrolet Hutto will professionally fit you
into the automobile of your choice. Please call Dan Covert or text at for personal assistance or
come out and see us. Please come out and be apart of the Covert family. Description: Used Ford
Windstar. It is being offered for sale 'AS - IS' for a low price. It will go to a closed dealer only
auction unless otherwise sold beforehand. Other than a simple test drive, no mechanical
inspection has been done to the vehicle. AC was not checked due to cool weather, Only the
drivers power window works. For the most accurate prices and vehicle information go to With
the largest, most diverse inventory in Middle America, you can view all makes in one location!
Excludes tax, title, license fees. Errors occur with regard to web content. We reserve the right to
correct these errors and may not be held accountable for them. We appreciate your
understanding and apologize for any errors and ask that you please call to verify mileage,
availability and anything else of importance to you before making a trip to our dealership. Be
sure to call us to confirm availability and to schedule a hassle free test drive! Call to confirm
availability. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code
to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only
show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Eng
miata fuel filter location
subaru ac belt tensioner pulley
bass guitar pickup wiring diagrams
ine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 24 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Windstar - Maybe it will get you
there. This van has been a total disappointment. We've had problem after problem, some of
which left me stranded on the side of the road with my three kids in the car. Problems range
from transmission to electrical to mechanical. Every problem that results in a visit to the Ford
Service department takes days to fix. I bought the van because of the high safety rating - I didn't
feel safe stuck in the breakdown down lane of I I cheaped out and didn't buy the Toyota Sienna
back in '99, I won't make the same mistake this time. I hear Ford is getting out of the minivan
business due to lack of demand of minivans. They must mean lack of demand of their poorly
built piece of garbage van. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

